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“NTT DoCoMo” is a top of mobile 
market in Japan, they has about 
60,000,000 users, it reaches the 
half of the Japanese population
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No.2 is “au”. They occupy 27% of 
the total share
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No.3 is “SoftBack” which has 
released iPhone in Japan
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There are 3 largest carriers in Japan
• DoComo, au, and SoftBank
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The number of total mobile users is about 
110 millions (It’s so big a market) 

Carriers provide 2 types of 
mobile phone

1.Smartphone
o iPhone, Android, etc…
o In short, it’s general mobile in the world

2.Japan’s original mobile phone (KEITAI)
o The mobile which we call “KEITAI”
o It accounts for 90% of mobile share in Japan



Carriers provide 2 types of 
mobile phone

1.Smart phone
o BlackBerry, iPhone, Android, etc…
o In short, It’s a standard mobile in the world

2.Japan’s original mobile phone (KEITAI)
o The mobile which we call “KEITAI”
o It accounts for 90% of mobile share in Japan

Today, I’ll discuss about security of Japan’s 
original mobile phone (KEITAI), because 

smartphone security of other country is similar 
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Difference between Smartphone 
and KEITAI

There are a little bit difference between 
Smartphone and KEITAI

It’s the Individual Identification Number

Individual Identification Number

• KEITAI has unique number
o It’s like product number
o Server uses it to recognize each user

• It is added in the HTTP header by 
Gateway when you connecting to HTTP 
server on KEITAI
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The Gateway include “Individual 
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How does the server get it?

The Gateway include “Individual 
Identification Number” into USER_AGENT

Why do you need it?

1.Carriers want to control the network to 
use the identification information of users 
in Gateway

1.Almost all of KEITAI don’t have “Cookie” 
technology, so they use it like “Cookie”

Why do you need it?

1.Carriers want to control the network to 
use the identification information of users 
in Gateway

1.Almost all of KEITAI don’t have “Cookie” 
technology, so they use it like “Cookie”

However, you are able to more 
easily change the HTTP request 

header from PC

How to block access from PC?

Using IP address
• Carriers are announcing the IP address range to 

use for accessing from KEITAI for Web 
application engineers on every season

WEB SERVER

MOBILE PHONE PC

NG

From: 11.22.33.44From: 210.158.84.1

OK



IP address range for mobile in 
DoCoMo Web site
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IP address range for mobile in 
DoCoMo Web siteCarriers updates the 

Web page on every 
season

So, Web Application 
engineers must check it 

every updating of all 
carriers for security
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Web application security on 
mobile

In July 2009, DoCoMo released new KEITAI 
which has JavaScript-Engine

However, the JavaScript-Engine had 2 
security issues

1. XSS + setRequestHeader

Attack process
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Attack process

Embed the XMLHttpRequest and 
the setRequestHeader in using 

XSS

USER_AGENT is changed by the 
setRequestHeader 

You can access to target.com as 
like other account on JavaScript

Critical damage by XSS only

• This is quite simple a vulnerability, but 
DoCoMo couldn’t notice before released 
the last “KEITAI” in July, 2009

• Researcher(Hiroshi Tokumaru) published 
it in August, 2009
o DoCoMo corrected the part of function on 

JavaScript (setRequestHeader, etc…) in 
November, 2009



2. DNS Rebinding

Attack process

Attack process Attack process



Attack process Attack process

Attack process Attack process



Unsecure DNS

• Attacker can pass same-origin-policy of 
JavaScript for using DNS Rebinding on 
KEITAI

• The Mobile phone network in Japan don’t 
cache DNS packets (I don’t know why…)

• Carriers haven’t corrected it yet
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These are several 
mobile phone that 

users uses



Mobile Network

GATEWAY

INTERNET

AP(Access Point)

AP(Access Point)

SERVER

All of these are 
controled by carriers

Mobile Network

GATEWAY

INTERNET

AP(Access Point)

AP(Access Point)

SERVER

This connection is TCP/IP 

Mobile Network

GATEWAY

INTERNET

AP(Access Point)

AP(Access Point)

SERVER

Can’t you hack AP for 
mobile network?

Can you pass through 
the authentication in 

using PC?

Set information for APN



Connect with KEITAI

A KEITAI is set for Internet-Tethering

Mobile Network

GATEWAY

INTERNET

AP(Access Point)

SERVER

Access mobile site from PC Mobile Network

GATEWAY

INTERNET

AP(Access Point)

SERVER

Probabry, GATEWAY are 
filtering HTTP packet



Conclusions

• Is the mobile world safety or not?
o Though it’s safer than PC, but it isn’t sufficient

• Is it safer more than PC forever?
o I don’t think so, mobile becomes unsafe if it 

gets many functionalities like PC

Any Questions?


